Designed and manufactured in the UK.

AQUA LINK.
The world’s number-one centralised dispense system.
A centralised and fully monitored water distribution system that delivers high volumes
of chilled water – still and sparkling – to multiple dispensers throughout an entire building.

HOW DOES AQUA LINK
COMPARE TO OTHER
CENTRALISED
DISPENSE SOLUTIONS (CDS)
Aqua Link saves space at the dispense points and reduces
costs. Aqua Link also helps minimise your water use and
any impact on the environment from your water systems.

1

LED UV (precluding 99.99% water-borne

2

R290 cooling technology - 50% more efficient
with higher recovery rates than other CDS systems.

3

Dual-pump system

4

Fully controllable water supply with ECO mode

5

Ultra-high capacity carbonator - provides over
three times bigger reserve to facilitate large volumes.

6

Smart Control - The Aqua Link Control Unit
(ALCU) provides dynamic reporting on:

pathogenic bacteria) opposed to UV lamps
used in other CDS systems.

guarantees ZERO DOWNTIME. Always two
operational pumps to provide a back-up solution.
Other CDS systems feature only one pump, which
must be operational at all times.

to suit clients’ needs and to help clients meet their
WELL building objectives.

1. Water meter (volume dispensed)
2. Flow rate
3. Temperature of water with high/low safety
controls
4. Incoming mains water pressure
5. Leak detection
6. CO2 replacement management
7. Automatic notifications to the client helpdesk and
the Aqua Libra Co team for immediate response.

TALK TO US

London showroom: 1 New Street, London, EC2M 4TP
www.aqualibra.com | 0800 080 6696 | sales@aqualibra.com

HOW
DOES
AQUA
Attach
a stylish
tapLINK
to dispense boiling, chilled or sparkling water at your
COMPARE
OTHER
hydrationsTO
stations
across the floors.
CENTRALISED
Choose from our range of products: Aqua illi, Aqua Alto, Aqua Touchless or Aqua Bottling System.
DISPENSE
SOLUTIONS (CDS)
Aqua Link saves space at the dispense points and reduces
costs. Aqua Link also helps minimise your water use and
any impact on the environment from your water systems.

1

2nd floor

LED UV (precluding 99.99% water-borne
pathogenic bacteria) opposed to UV lamps
Aqua Alto Taps
used in other CDS systems.
in any RAL colour to match your

Aqua illi Taps
one integrated tap with up to 3
dispense options

interior or branding

2

R290 cooling technology - 50% more efficient
with higher recovery rates than other CDS systems.

3

Dual-pump system

4

Fully controllable water supply with ECO mode

5

Ultra-high capacity carbonator - provides over
three times bigger reserve to facilitate large volumes.

6

Smart Control - The Aqua Link Control Unit
(ALCU) provides dynamic reporting on:

1st floor

guarantees ZERO DOWNTIME. Always two
operational pumps to provide a back-up solution.
Other CDS systems feature only one pump, which
must be operational at all times.

to suit clients’ needs and to help clients meet their
WELL building objectives.

Ground floor

1. Water meter (volume dispensed)

Aqua Touchless
& rate
bottle counter
2. Flow
Keep your staff safe with touchless application
3. Temperature
of water
and dynamic
bottle counter
to seewith
thehigh/low
amountsafety
controls
dispensed and the number of plastic bottles saved.

Aqua Countertop Bottling Systems
Designed and manufactured in the UK, a perfect
choice where large volumes of sparkling and chilled
water are required.

4. Incoming mains water pressure
5. Leak detection

6. CO2 replacement management
7. Automatic notifications to the client helpdesk and
the Aqua Libra Co team for immediate response.

Plant Room
For more information on the layout and dimensions of the modules,
please request our Aqua Link Spec Sheet.
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